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From the CSCC Bent 
Fork Editors

Gisele & Sharon in Recovery

Sharon & Dale thank each CSCC 
member for their newsletter 
submissions for the April 2012 Bent 
Fork Chronicles newsletter. The 
April edition has a variety of 
articles, information and bicycle 
events to share with you. 

Gisele and Sharon suggest 
everyone read Dennis Struck's 
article "How to Survive a Bicycle 
Fall or Crash" from the last 
newsletter! The high points are 
listed again.

Photo courtesy of Dale Campbell

read more...

APR CSCC Meeting at CS 
West Bike Shop 

Charlie Czarniecki

We will be "on the road" again for 
the CSCC 3 APR meeting. We'll 
meet at the NEW CS WEST Bike 
Shop located at 3020 W Colorado 
Ave. If you are driving west on 
Colorado past their former location, 
turn right into their parking lot.  
Snacks start at 6:30pm, the 
meeting starts at 7pm. A "bike 
fitting" will be the featured activity.  
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President's Message
Charlie Czarniecki

We are through a quarter of the year 
already. There hasn’t been much 
snow this year, but the wind has been 
problematic. We have had some good 
riding weather but most of us have 
been doing other things. We had a 
good turnout for the St Pat’s ride and 
parade, but the next day was so 
windy that we had just a few riders 
for the annual Spud Ride (but, lots of 
people drove over for the food). Maybe that means the weather will 
be better for the BVBF on 19 May. We have to take advantage of 
what the weather gives us. 

Photo courtesy of Vern Pitcher

read more...

Shamus McSpud's Hot Potato Ride
Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles 



BRING YOUR OWN CHAIR. 

read more...

Where are Stan & 
Karen?

Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles 
Editor

I wonder what part of the globe 
Stan and Karen are bicycling and 
trekking these days? 

Photo courtesy of Stan Hill

read more...

Upcoming Bicycle Events 
in Colorado
Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles 
Editor

Plan your summer cycling schedule 
to include... 

Celebrate the 25th anniversary of 
the Subaru Elephant Rock cycling 
festival scheduled for 3 JUN 2012. 
We hope you'll join us for this 
monumental annual pilgrimage to 
Castle Rock, Colorado for the 
unofficial start to the Colorado 
cycling season.  
www.elephantrockride.com
Join REI, Optimize Endurance 
Services, Clif and the Subaru 
Elephant Rock for a comprehensive 
Cycling Training Seminar at the REI 
Flagship store in LoDo on 
Wednesday, 4 APR at 6:30 p.m. 

read more...

CTAB Meeting
Allen Beauchamp

The PPRTA-II project list is being 
whittled down a bit as it moves 
forward & unfortunately as 

Editor

The annual CSCC Shamus McSpud's Hot Potato Ride began at Acacia 
Park and combined  the Sunday Fitness & Sunday Social rides 
to celebrate the wearin'o'the green with hot potatoes and all the 
fixin's. 19 riders decorated their bicycles and braved the wind. Erin 
Go Braugh!  However, 50 guests showed up to enjoy spuds at Barb & 
Charlie's home.

Thank you Barb & Charlie for hosting the the "green" bikers. 
Everyone was sent home with a hot baked potato (or 2) to keep 
them warm on the way back to Acacia Park. 

Photo courtesy of Dale Campbell

Buena Vista Bike Fest 2012
Aaron Rosenthal

This is the last newsletter before BVBF 
14 which will take place on 19 MAY. 
Keep those positive thoughts for good 
weather...like we had our first 11 
years. Our most recent BVBF 
committee meeting took place at Vic 
and Diane's house on 18 MAR. 
Everyone was present, except for Bob 
& Anne who are getting in daily spring rides in Tucson. Logistically, 
things are where they need to be. Many thanks go to many of you in 
the club who have signed up to volunteer. Vic reported that nearly all 
spots for volunteers are filled! If you still want to volunteer, don't let 
that last sentence dissuade you. We can always use more help, and 
it will be a beautiful sunny summer-like day!! 

read more...

St. Patty's Day Ride
Dennis Struck

This year the St. Patty's Day Parade 
had a whole different atmosphere, it 
was warm and events had conspired to 
funnel cyclists in from many different 
events or cycling related organizations, 
thus creating a substantial presentation 
of Bicycles of all kinds. The assemblage 
was shear genius on some organizers' 
part. First, there was an 
inaugural Pedaling for St Pat's 50K 
bicycle ride, starting at 8:30am that 
cost $25 per person. More than 400 riders in the 31.7 mile ride 
starting at American the Beautiful Park, ... 

Photo courtesy of Dennis Struck

read more...

St. Patrick's Day Ride & Parade
Dennis Struck

I'm just a grown up with the heart of a 
kid. Last year was my first ever St. 
Patrick’s Day Parade as a participant 



expected, trails projects are taking a 
hit, especially in the County where 
they've been removed from the list. 
This is a really bad move as this is 
our transportation 
construction/maintenance budget 
going forward for the next 10 
years. A fair bit of 11th hour politics 
is involved and the voice of the 
cycling community is needed. 

This Monday a group of cycling/trail 
friendly folks are meeting with 
TOSC; we'll have concrete details 
coming away from the meeting, 
specifically an action item list for 
local residents/groups to respond to 
so that their local representatives on 
Council, the RTA board can be 
contacted.

read more...

2012 Mystery Ride
Lee Murphy

Mystery Ride 2012!  For those who 
did not participate on the 2011 
Mystery Ride or were not in the club 
last summer, I facilitated a Mystery 
Ride which was designed to inform 
the group about some of the neat 
points of interest here in Colorado 
Springs and the neighboring areas, 
which we ride past on a regular 
basis. I arranged for speakers 
representing these various locations 
to provide a 15-minute briefing 
about the stop and offer a glimpse 
of why the home, church, museum, 
statue, hotel, park, bar, brothel, etc. 
was significant. 

read more...

Socially Yours
Mark Mann

CSCC Save the Dates! 

CSCC Picnic on Sunday, 8 July will 
be held at the main City Park picnic 
shelter in Monument Valley Park. 
The pavailon is located just south of 
the bike/pedestrian bridge on the 
west side of Monument Creek (next 
to the swimming pool).  Watch the 
CSCC website and Bent Fork 
Chronicles for all of the details.
CSCC Holiday Party on Saturday, 8 
December at the Clarion Hotel on 
Bijou and I-25 (same location as our 
monthly meetings). The location 
should work very well for most 

and while it was kind of neat, 
especially because it was my first time, the environment was really 
cold (low 40s F) and sparsely populated. Yet I could not believe all of 
the mommies and daddies that were there with their kids -- I was 
thinking, those poor parents just had to get out of the house. The 
young'uns were bundled up like Michelin Man tires, the kids were 
there enjoying the experience but not necessarily enjoying 
themselves. I could see the parents pointing at different items of 
interest, bringing something new into the kid's life, but it was a quiet 
affair, people were instinctively conserving energy. 

Photo courtesy of Dennis Struck

read more...

25 Seasons of CSCC Monday Dinner Rides
Bob Smith

The first 2012 Monday Night Dinner 
Ride will be on 7 May, starting from 
University Village Colorado! 
Over the past 25 years the Monday 
Dinner Ride (MDR) has been the single 
constant in the Club. It is the only club 
ride with its original ride leaders. The club has many traditions, 
many of which started about the same time as the MDR. No other 
club event has had 25 consecutive years with the same ride lead 
leaders. 

Photo courtesy of Bob Smith

read more...

CSCC Monday Night Dinner Ride
Bob Smith

In the 2012 the MDR will meet 
more regularly at University 
Village Colorado (UVC) on North 
Nevada Avenue and move about 
the city during the summer to 
follow the Monday Parks Concert 
Series. The North Nevada Avenue extension will be finished 
connecting Nevada Avenue to Vincent Drive which will open up more 
route and restaurant options to the northeast. 

Photo courtesy of Bob Smith

CSCC Training Ride at Carmichaels
Peggy Seidel

Friday, 10 FEB was race night for 24 
lucky CSCC members. We signed up 
for the fantastic opportunity to Train 
on the Computrainer System at 
Carmichaels Training and Sports Club. 
Carmichaels (for the rare individual 
still not aware of the clubs fame!) is 
located in the old Round House 
building on the corner of Cimaerron and 21st St., previously 
occupied by Van Briggle Pottery. 

Photo courtesy of Vern Pitcher



everyone as it is central for the 
majority of the club members. 
Details will be on the CSCC website 
and Bent Fork Chronicles.

Membership Updates
Sara Hill

"Welcome New Members: 
Geoffrey Ames & Daryll Stevens, 
Doug Anderson, Richard Bacon, 
Renee Barrall, Ginny Barber & 
Family, Warren Barta, Duane 
Beckmann & Mattie O, Sharon Boyd 
& Dale Campbell, Keith Brown, Dean 
Buck, Rush Carter & Family, Kevin 
Cox, John Cunningham, Gary Dean, 
Jim Dial, Curt & Carole Emery, 
Stephen Fuhrmann, Randy 
Gearhart, Norman & Lynne Hall, Ron 
Hargrave, Bernie Hessemer, Karen & 
Gary Johnson, Richard Kositzke, Dan 
& Sherry Maples, David McClain, 
Connie Miller, Sean & Hope Mullally, 
Lee Murphy & Family, Carolyn Myers 
& Dick Woods, Dean & Becky Myers, 
Richard & Pamela Oliver, Roger 
Patrizio, Susie Quinn, Steven Roach, 
Jonathon Rowell & Family, Bill Ryan, 
Dan Sadowski, Darren Schubarth, 
Charles Sheehan & Family, Connie 
Slater & Family, Jeffery Smith & 
Family, John Sobeck, Randy 
Susman, Dean Thompson, Javier & 
Teresa Valdez, Bob Vandepas, David 
Waddell, Bruce Wall, Katie Zimmann 

read more...

New Technology

Stan Hill

Stan is using a free android app, QR 
Droid, that allows some 
creativity. Use your smart phoine to 
bring up the www.bikesprings.org
 website. 

read more...

First Tuesday's at CSCC
John C. Pamperin

As your new VP-Programs, my primary goal is to continue with the 
excellent programs that Rich Hostak has arranged for the past two 
years. I realize that many of you travel long distances to downtown 
for our club meetings, and your expectations are that the 
presentations will make that trip well worth your time and effort. 
Some of the highlights for me since I have been a member include: 

•the many interesting "travelogues" presented by members, which 
allowed me to experience their cycling destinations vicariously
•the Velodrome location for a track race (yes, in spite of the rain-
out)
•the presentations by Al and Allen on cold weather gear, special use 
tires, and lighting

read more...

CIMT Sports Massage Clinic
Roger Patrizio

Are you in Springing training?  Sports 
massage promotes endurance, helps 
your performance, reduces  soreness 
and increases flexibility. 

Colorado Institute of Massage Therapy 
offers a Student Sports Massage Clinic 
every other Monday at 6pm & 8pm at 
1490 W. Fillmore St. 719 634-7347. Cost: $10 for 30 minutes. Call 
to schedule an appointment.

Wear a swimsuit, shorts & sports bra or t-shirt.

APRIL QUOTE
Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles 
Editor

Quote provided by Stan Hill: 

When I see an adult on a bicycle, I do 
not despair for the future of the 
human race. —H.G. Wells
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From the CSCC Bent Fork Editors
Gisele & Sharon in Recovery

How to Survive a Bicycle Fall or Crash; Bicycle Fall/Crash Survival Lessons Learned (Minimize 
Injury):
By Dennis & Terry Struck
1. Always wear a helmet and gloves, period. 
2. Pay Attention! Once a person is in a crash, stop denial and start looking for ways to minimize 
body damage.
3. Keep the Eyes Open for as much of the event as is possible.
Your eyes let you read the situation as it unfolds. Closing one's eyes is usually the action 
that results in the most body damage and the longest recovery time. 
4. Be fluid, if an object is going to punch the body, don't stiffen up for an impact, be loose and 
force the body to roll the body part along with or away from the punching object -
Move a body part along with a punch.
RESTATED: If someone were about to hit you in the face and the impact were imminent (it's going 
to happen - stop denial), does one stiffen up and take the impact (NO), one deliberately moves 
their head backward, thus minimizing force of the impact - One is going to be hit no matter what 
(SO actively minimize the damage!).
The more fluid a person is during a crash, the less the trauma of impact and the less the total 
injuries.
5. If one is thrown off their bike, then rolling is usually the best course of action (assuming that a 
person is not about to go over a cliff or such - one still has to actively think). 
6. If something is moving toward the eyes or the face, then move the head
(rotate, twist, and/or bend). 
7. Be Active (as in Pro-Active). Be Alert. 
8. Frequently, there are things that a person can do, before coming to a rest, that may save one's 
life
OR minimize any injury. 
9. If necessary, use arm(s) or leg(s) to keep a person's falling/moving body from hitting 
dangerous objects.
Dodge Stuff, roll or twist if needed. 
10. Protecting the head is usually the most important thing to do, BUT
on occasion a person may need to focus on dodging a spearing/jabbing object. 
11. Keep the head off the ground. Interestingly, if a person is looking at what is
happening around their self, then a person will likely be forcing their head off the ground. 
12. Always be analyzing. 
13. The side (of the human body) can take the most Shock/G-Force (versus the front, back, top 
or head). 
14. If a person cannot land on their feet, running, then the next best crash position is to land on 
their side with the butt side of the hip (butt-hip corner), thigh side, slightly bent leg side, forearm 
and hand slap (together), all at the same time!
- Keep the chest, ribs, and head all off the ground.
- Rotate, twist, and/or bend to make this happen.
- Be in a flowing fluid motion, not a statue.
- This is a Judo 101 Fall Position. It is worth taking one class, just to learn this maneuver.
- If a person yells "Heiyee" during this episode, they will double their energy, gain focus, and be 
in control - it works!
Domo Arigato Gozimus Dojo. [Dennis was raised in Japan.] 
15. Do NOT allow yourself to be thrown on your chest and chin, use the arms to change the fall 
into a side impact. 
16. Avoid a stiff-arm side impact, or a stiff-leg landing.
Bend the appendages a little so the body parts won't break or be torn -
Airborne 101 (sneaky pun, intended). 
17. Avoid an impact force to the shoulder that is inline with the shoulder and neck.



Twist or roll to the back of the shoulder (or bones may break and/or components may be torn). 
18. If landing square on the butt, roll to one cheek or the other, Before hitting the ground. Force 
one's landing to one butt cheek or the other by rolling or twisting or using the legs and/or arms. 
Never hit the ground with both cheeks at the same time. 
19. We don't always get to pick how we are dismounted, but a summersault type body roll
(feet over head) is better than a chin slide or back slide -
Judo 201 Roll.
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APR CSCC Meeting at CS West Bike Shop 
Charlie Czarniecki

CS West Bike Shop can be reached at either 719-633-5565 or service@cswestbikes.com  Shop 
Hours (MST Time): M-F: 10-6 SAT: 9-5 SUN: 10-4 
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Where are Stan & Karen?
Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor

Looks like New Zealand to me!
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Upcoming Bicycle Events in Colorado
Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor

The program is designed to help get you prepared for the 2012 Subaru Elephant Rock cycling 
festival and other rides throughout the summer. This program is designed for beginner to 
intermediate riders. The evening will feature large doses of cycling training and ride preparation 
information, motivation, and prize drawings. A voluntary donation of $5 will be accepted for 
Bicycle Colorado.

Southern Colorado Tour de Cure, Woodland Park on 16 June, with three road routes (25, 50 and 
86-miles), a mountain bike trail -- the only one in the 83 Tour de Cure events nationwide -- a 5k 
walk/run and a family fun ride.

The 7th Annual Colorado Cyclist Copper Triangle Alpine Classic scheduled for 4 AUG 2012 in 
Copper Mountain, Colorado. www.coppertriangle.com

Westcliffe's 125th Anniversary & 4th Annual Charity Ride on 8 SEP, the height of the autumn 
colors along Frontier Pathways - a scenic byway. Westcliffe is in southern Colorado between the 
towering Sangre DeCristo Mountain range (14,000 feet) and the lush wet Mountains. The Ride has 
4 options; a Century with 10,500 feet in elevation gain, a metric century with 8,500 evg, the New 
Guys Ride (25 Miles) with 1,500 evg and a family ride 8 miles with 250 feet evg. The entry 
includes a pasta feed, shower, pool and sauna, free concert, t-shirt, full support, 5 rest areas and 
a goody bag. www.ridewestcliffe.com
Bob Tobin  719 783 3229
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CTAB Meeting
Allen Beauchamp

There is a CTAB meeting on Tuesday that I'll get the info out for, it would be nice to have cyclists 
present for the citizen comment period to get it on the record that we support additional non-
motorized projects and trail funding but alas, most people work day jobs so I realize it's hard to 
get to the meeting.
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2012 Mystery Ride
Lee Murphy

The lectures were both entertaining and informative. Due to the short time we had at each 
location, interior visits typically did not take place. It was like a movie preview to whet your 
interest to return for an in-depth visit at a later time. 

I am currently preparing for a similar ride on a Saturday in July (yet to be determined) and am 
solicting inputs for locations which would have mass appeal. If you have some suggestions for 
location stops, I would like to hear them as I plan the route. Also, there may be some five minute 
(drive by stops) where I may ask some club members to be the explain a point of interest. 

If you would like to help in either capacity, please contact the undersigned and I will take it from 
there.
Lee Murphy   leemurphy11@msn.com   719 579-0073 
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Membership Updates
Sara Hill

Renewing members-Thanks:   Patrick Allgood & Family, Louise Becker, Larry Bowlin, Craig 
Carroll, Jenni Gardner, Susie Gibson, Lucy Graff, Jennifer Jirous, Julie Kiley, Larry Kintz, Jay 
Lindell, Mick Lovell, Phil McDonald, Scott Merrill, Todd Merrill & Family, Frank Morrey, Jim Natchez, 
Sandra Perkins, Matt Perry, Mark Quinlisk & Family, Janet Rose, Mary Spohn, David Stang & 
Family, Jim Taylor, Patrick Taylor, Deb Wasson, Larry Womack

REMINDERS: 
(1) Family memberships are eligible for two adult online logins. With each login, members can 
comment on the message boards or respond to surveys independently. If you wish to have a 
second adult login, please contact Membership at membership@bikesprings.org. Provide the 
following information: Name on membership account, secondary member's name and email along 
with a preferred username. If you have a preference for billing identity, indicate this as well.

(2) Has your personal information changed? Don't forget you can update your mailing address, 
phone numbers and email at anytime by logging into the membership area and clicking the 
"Change Contact/Profile Information" link under Member Information. You can even change your 
username.

(3) You can check your membership payment status online - and pay online as well.

If you have other questions regarding membership, please contact Sara Hill, Membership 
Coordinator at membership@bikesprings.org ."

Thanks!  Sara
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President's Message
Charlie Czarniecki

We were sad to learn that Mark Mann, our Social Director, will be retiring from the Air Force this 
spring. He decided to return to Europe, where his new wife lives. It is the right place to be. Now 
we need to recruit a new Social Director for the Club, as well as plan a visit to ride with Mark.  ;-)

You may have heard about plans for the “Tour of Colorado Springs.” The event was postponed, 
when the Colorado Springs failed to volunteer funds to support the ride. However, the planners 
hope to make "The Tour of Colorado Springs"  work in 2013. As a result, I'm planning a CSCC ride 
on the original Tour date, 30 JUN, and also follow the planned route. As far as the Club goes, let’s 
look forward to enjoying that ride this summer. Tune into the CSCC Web Site for details of the 
"Tour" and many special rides coming up in the rest of the year.
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Buena Vista Bike Fest 2012
Aaron Rosenthal

For those of you who have committed to volunteer, the volunteer meeting and party is tentatively 
scheduled for 17 APRILat 6:00pm; location to be determined.

Cece is pulling together "Theme Team" and you can look for upcoming volunteer dates and times 
on the CSCC website. This is another way to let your creative energies fly and support your club... 
even if you can't make it out to Buena Vista. John and Torie have been working on donations for 
give-aways and recruiting for the post ride expo. Rich has the moving vans reserved, the band 
booked, and has ordered cool BVBF business cards amongst many other things. Allen, as is no 
surprise, has followed through with his countless contacts making sure that everything is in place 
from south to north. This includes the Colorado State Patrol which will be present for the second 
straight year to promote safety. Bob and Anne, despite their distance, continue to follow through 
on their lengthy to-do lists. From maintaining the BVBF website and registration database to filing 
for all the needed permits and beyond, all is in order from their end. Bob reports that as of 30 
MAR we have 470 riders.

With all the things that everyone else is taking care of, there isn't that much for this writer 
(Aaron) to do. Despite that, I still manage to meet with my Bristol Brewery contacts over a cold 
one to ensure their wonderful sponsorship is still in place. It's a brutal job but.... For those of you 
who have not heard, Josh Osterhoudt, the manager at Bristol and the catalyst for sponsoring 
BVBF, died of cancer in February. His loss as a friend to many on the committee and supporter of 
BVBF is keenly felt. On the plus side, Bristol Brewing is as supportive as ever and my new Bristol 
contacts Matt and Tom have jumped in to fill this huge void.

Finally, please continue to encourage others to register and ride BVBF. Our registration numbers 
aren't currently where we want and need them to be. Other than volunteering or riding, this is the 
number one way you can support your club at this time. On behalf of the BVBF committee, a huge 
thanks to everyone who has and will help in any way. We know we have the best volunteers 
based on the feedback we always get from the riders who feel so wonderfully supported.

Wishing everyone a wonderful and safe spring with lots of riding under blue calm skies.
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St. Patty's Day Ride
Dennis Struck

... looping through Garden of the Gods and ending at Colorado College. The event funneled most 
of the riders into the start point of the St Patrick's Day Parade for the Cyclists' Parade Group, for 
which there were also few different cyclist group entries.
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St. Patrick's Day Ride & Parade
Dennis Struck

Second, the Colorado Springs Cycling Club held its annual organized parade ride where riders 
pedal their bicycle (at 1 MPH) as a parade entry. Third, Chick-fil-A (in my head I say Chic-A-Fill) 
had a ride entry with their famous Cow and employee family members all on bikes. The Cow was, 
of course, Allen Beauchamp (former CSCC president and avid cyclist) in the role of a non-speaking 
cuddly Cow and pulling a three trailer caravan behind a reverse trike – that train and sound 
system is a marvel in itself. Fourth, the Elliptical Cyclists showed up with about ten bikes, half of 
which did the pre-parade ride, and they were quite the crowd pleasing attraction. Fourth, about 
ten physically challenged cyclists attended, showing off their really cool adaptive riding rigs. The 
engineering in those bikes always amazes me, but then I remember that the first successful 
airplane design came from a pair of bicycle mechanics – I should not be impressed, but I am. 
Fifth, said modestly, my wife and I were on a fully loaded touring tandem; it always sparks crowd 
interest and we usually try to modestly advance cycle touring.

Lastly, the weather was warm, the best indicator of which is people in shorts. The parade was so 
crowded and so well attended that there was not enough room on the sidewalks for all of those in 
attendance; in many places parade watchers had to occupy the streets all the way up to the 
double yellow line on one side of the 4-lane avenue; that was awesome cool from a parader's 
point of view. Kids were yelling Happy St Patrick's Day at us (and to everyone) as we biked. Many 
kids wanted to low-5 the riders – a perfect activity for a stoker on a tandem and a few of our 
bikers Fived them back. There was noisy enthusiasm, almost all of the parade watchers were 
talking or clapping or yelling in appreciation. The entire day was quite the riding reward for the 
ride free winter months and riding in the Parade was the perfect ending for the 50K bicycle ride.
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25 Seasons of CSCC Monday Dinner Rides
Bob Smith

Since 1987 mid spring through early fall has been the MDR Season for the Club. The season is 
about 26 weeks in length spanning the most ideal months for evening cycling in Colorado Springs. 
In 1987 the club was still in its infancy. There were far fewer restaurants in the Springs. Many 
restaurants offered Monday evening discounts and specials to attract customers.

Anne and I saw an opportunity for a casual ride of 10 to 15 miles which included dinner either in 
route or after the ride. Our goal was to combine riding with an opportunity to sit down as a group 
and socialize and get to know one another. We felt a ride like this would attract both new riders 
and those who had ridden hard over the weekend and were looking for a relaxing recovery ride. 
Monday discounts at Jose Maldoon’s, Old Chicago and other restaurant aided the cause by not 
denting the wallet as much.

Over the years eating out became more popular and the Monday discounts have faded away. 
From the beginning the ride started at 5:30 p.m. from the south side of Acacia Park. Over past 
several years we have begun to move the start location around hoping to attract riders from other 
parts of the city. Now, when we meet at Acacia Park, it is on the north side of the park.

From the beginning, the ride has more than met one of its original goals of attracting newcomers 
to the club. Sharon Boyd, Dale Campbell and Alan Severn are still regulars on Monday Dinner 
Rider and they joined the club in the early 90s. When the Carters, Mullallys, Beauchamps and 
many others moved to town, they often rode the dinner ride. Many of our newcomers have 
become very close friends through the dinner ride and other club rides. Our current regulars are 
Shelley Mann, Sandy Greenspoon, Ed & Suzy Browne, Larry Watson, Jana Burr, Ron Hargrave, 
Maurie Shannon, Richard & Pam Oliver and Ginny Barber.

The ride has always had a faithful following. It has never been a large ride and only occasionally 
draws more than 15 riders. Even today with our club membership at 350 the ride generally 
averages between 10 and 12 riders. This is a very manageable size for most restaurants. Today 
there are more walkup and order style restaurants which can better accommodate large groups. 
Regular restaurants often require reservations for large parties. In this down economy, more 
restaurants are willing to provide separate checks. Regular restaurants usually take longer and 
are more suited for long summer days or the end of ride.

Over the past 25 years, numerous people have substituted for Anne and I as rider leaders. Most 
recently those substitutes have been Sharon Boyd, Dale Campbell, Ed Browne, Suzy Browne, 
Allen Beauchamp and Bill Gast. Thank you everyone who have ensured that the Monday Dinner 
Rides go on week after week during the summer season when Anne and I can’t be there to lead.

The Monday Dinner Ride predates Jack Quinn’s Running Club and others that joined the scene in 
recent years. A few years ago, a downtown restaurant contacted us to start a cycling equivalent 
to JQ’s Running Club. We decided to not go in that direction and keep to our original goals. 
Besides, who really wants to eat in the same crowded restaurant ever week?

Today it is easier than ever to follow MDR. Simply login to the member area at 
www.bikesprings.org  and click on Message Boards.  Subscribe yourself to the MDR Message 
Board. From mid-spring to early fall a weekly post will be made to that message board 
announcing the ride location and restaurant prior to every ride. If you are subscribed to that 
message board, you will receive an email announcement. The ride will also be posted on the club’s 
event calendar.
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CSCC Training Ride at Carmichaels
Peggy Seidel

The Computrainer puts load to the bike, depending on the riders body weight, the grade of the 
terrain and the drafting effect. Yes, this computer can even simulate drafting when appropriate!

We arrived at 5:00PM, so that coaches could get us set up on the trainers. Most brought road 
bikes. Betty Schwartz and I brought our mountain bikes with the prerequisite slick tires, and Al 
Brody even brought his recumbent! The group was divided into three pods. Betty and I rode with 
Ann and Stan Lebahn, John Pamperin and Vicky and Chris Lieber. To get calibrated with the 
computer, we each had to pedal and get up to 125 RPM. Now, I’ve never pedaled up to 125 RPM 
in all my life. My personal best was 110, achieved only for a brief second or two… I thought I was 
out of the program before it even started! But, I shifted into my big ring and pedaled with all my 
might and mind, and what do you know? I made it to 125RPM for an instant just long enough to 
register on the computer!  I was sure I was finished after that. My lungs were making noises I’d 
never heard before! But we still had 15 minutes before our actual start time. So after an entire 
bottle of Heed and a long meeting with several different inhalers, I felt I could ride. Hopefully, I’d 
make it through the first race.

Right before the start, Betty asked for a Kleenex. I showed her what that terry fabric part of our 
gloves, the part between the outside of the thumb and index finger, was really for! (Poor Betty…) 
And at 6:00pm, we were off! From a standing run, we were racing a one- mile course with inclines 
and declines and some flats. On an overhead screen (one for each pod) we could see a box 
moving across the screen with our name and designated color. (Mine was purple! Yes! Way!)  We 
watched our position and movement in relation to the other riders in our pod. (Just like the horse 
races! Not that I’ve ever been to one MYSELF!) We also tracked our wattage outputs, calories 
burned and the distance between each of us and the rider directly in front of us. (Drafting was not 
yet being applied during this first race.) Keeping track of it all while pedaling furiously was 
interesting! We all made it to the finish line and won a moment or two to once again fill up the 
water bottles!

The second race would be three miles and drafting would be applied when any of us were within 
40 feet and ends at 7 feet of the rider in front of us. This race seemed to be a race without end 
for yours truly, but with Betty pushing me forward, my husband, John cheering me on and Dave 
(The Great) Horne taking photos, forcing me to wipe the look of agony off my face, I made it to 
the finish line. We all did!  Another couple of minutes to fill water bottles – yes, one more time, 
and then we were racing in teams, the front row against the back row. We all found this difficult, 
as we all needed to stay together and cross the finish line together, as a team as a team. We 
were only as fast as our slowest rider. (Yup, that would be me!)  We would try to ride a pace line. 
For those unfamiliar with a pace line, the rider in front, rider One is working the hardest, while 
riders, Two, Three and Four are drafting off him/her and don’t have to work quite so hard. Then 
rider One moves to the back and rider Two takes over the front spot, and Three and Four each 
move up a spot. The Pace line continues in this wayso that every one has a chance to lead, while 
the others draft off him/her.

Vicky Lieber, riding next to me, coached us a bit and told each of us when we needed to speed up 
or slow down, as needed and which of us was to take the lead. Vicky and husband Chris seemed 
to be leading most of the way, with Betty leading the last third of the race. I did try to lead for a 
brief time, but I just couldn’t hang in there! So, not a true pace line, I know, but the room was 
starting to spin (Nobody else seemed to notice!) because I just couldn’t suck in enough air to 
keep the room steady! Both teams survived! Speaking for myself, I couldn’t have pedaled another 
single rotation. Not even if my bikes life depended on it!



After the ride, Susan Schenk of Simply Delicious Baked Goods and Catering had these absolutely 
delicious Peanut Bars and Chocolate Bars for us! THANK YOU SUSAN! I could’ve eaten them all, 
but leaving some for the other 23 riders was keeping me healthy! (Hey! C-H-O-C-O-L-A-T-E! Even 
YOUR knees would get shakey!)
We also want to thank Rob Klausch, Jayson Middlemiss and Leland Dains for putting all this 
together for CSCC, getting us set up, coaching us through the event and teaching us SO much 
about training. I know we are all looking forward to doing it all again!

I’d like to thank Dave (The Great) Horne and Vern Pitcher for photographing the event. And to our 
cheering squad- thank you for not letting us quit when the going got tough! You gave us the 
strength to finish!
This Race Night was a hard, fast 60 minutes, filled with laughs and fun for all and even quite a bit 
of awe among those of us who pushed beyond our previously perceived limits! 
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First Tuesday's at CSCC
John C. Pamperin

•speakers coming from local politicians, cycling advocacy groups, local cycling non-profits, 
training facilities, touring companies, new trails for commuters and mtb'ers, etc.
•past presentations regarding health, nutrition, injury prevention and recovery, especially when 
related to improving cycling performance
•speakers who talked about the future of cycling in Colorado Springs
•new developments in bicycle technology, such as what the SRAM rep presented
•speakers who had credentials as accomplished cyclists...both professionals and amateurs

A variety of speakers and subjects will continue to make our meetings entertaining and 
informative. so please contact me with any ideas for programs on any appropriate cycling related 
subject from how to change a flat to how to tour cross country self contained . . . at 
jpamp47@msn.com  Please include contact information for prospective speakers if you have it. 
See you at the meetings!
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